
IMPORTANT CUSTOMER INFORMATION  
To minimise twisting and warping all Hutton garden furniture products should only be used on firm level ground.  
Softwood is a natural material which can twist and split during periods of wet/dry, hot/cold weather. If cracks do appear it is a 
natural occurrence and not a fault with the product or material. The best way to treat this is to use a cloth and rub a little PVA 
wood glue into the crack and once dry sand the area lightly. This will not affect the treatment of the product. 

 

  

 Assembly Instructions 

         SRPT –Supported Round Picnic Table 

 

 

 

1. Place the table top upside down on a flat surface taking care to protect the table top from scratching. 

 

2. Taking one diagonal table leg at a time, bolt to the blocks on the table using two 60mm bolts and 

connecting caps. These blocks are offset so the table legs line up. 

 

3. Next bolt the long cross rails to the bottom of the legs using two 95mm bolts in each leg. The 

chamfered ends at this point should face upwards and the shallow notches should face each other to 

allow space for a parasol. 

 

4. Now take your seats and bolt them to the ends of the cross rails using two 95mm bolts and caps. At 

this point go around the whole table tightening each bolt. 

 

5. Taking the seat legs, these are right hand and left hand depending on the position of the threaded 

insert, bolt to the outside of the seat blocks using two 60mm bolts and caps. 

 

6. Next bolt the diagonal braces between the leg and seat base using two 60mm bolts and locating them 

in the threaded inserts. 

 

7. Now tighten all the remaining loose bolts. Turn the table over and place into position. (We suggest 

having assistance from other people for this part.) 

 

  

 

List of parts in fixings pack 

                                               

16 x 95mm Bolts 

40 x 60mm Bolts 

40 x 25mm Caps 

2 x Allen Keys 

 

 

 

 

When assembling, loosely fix together until fully assembled then tighten all the bolts. 
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